A ZDRY PRO
COR DUR A R E A R EN T RY

The original favourite, this type of
suit has been manufactured and
produced for thirty years to the
same high-quality finish time
after time.
Today we have the opportunity to offer in three
different types of materials, cordura, polyester
and nylon each with their own distinctive
characteristics benefits.
Available in male and female sizes, see
standard size chart. Alternatively you can use
Featured with
Cuff dump valve, latex seals, Integrated neoprene boots

our custom fit service for bespoke suits.

A ZDRY PRO
COR DUR A R E A R EN T RY

This standard type rear entry drysuit
features our raglan sleeve design
which gives the benefit of extra
movement and buoyancy when
required.
Braces and integral knee pads is a standard
feature plus this suit is offered in three types
of material, cordura, polyester and nylon, see
materials and colours for options.

Seam Sealing System

Double stitched

Developed by ourselves in 1984, our seam sealing system is
still the market leader today.

Adhesive

Firstly we use a twin-needle stitching technique followed
by a primary sealing with a narrow neoprene tape, then a
secondary sealing using a wider neoprene tape.

Primary tape

Guaranteeing many years of dry sealed seams!

Secondary tape

Rear Entry Zip
The rear entry zip is probably the easiest entry positioned zip
to use.
In all our drysuits we use the medium duty zip.

British made
All our suits are designed and manufactured in the UK
by our experienced professionals.

Cuff Dump Valve
The cuff dump valve is easy to use especially for beginners
as all you do is lift your arm where the valve is fitted to vent
your suit.
Due to its simplicity there is not much to go wrong.

Tens of thousands of suits, manufactured by ourselves,
have been supplied to both the professional dive
market and sporting divers alike.

Adjustable dump valves are also available on the Azdry Pro
range of suits.

Materials and colours

Latex Seals

All materials used by Azdry have a butyl laminate which
has resistance to oil, good flexibility with no cracking
down to minus 40° C and has the best gas proofing
abilities, better than any other polymer available.
Our material supplier we have used for over 25 years,
offer the best materials available today.

Heavy-duty cuff seals are used which come in four sizes,
plus sizing rings on each seal for the perfect fit.

Material - Cordura
Other materials available, check website for colours.

Main Body Colour

Black

Blue

Contrast Colour

Black

Latex seals are fitted as standard. These seals are fitted onto
the suit and are taped inside and out.

Bellowed latex neck seal is used and is available in four
different sizes.

Seal options
Alternative type seals are available which include the latest
silicone seal system for both neck and wrist seals and the
wrist seals have an oval ring system which is the same
circumference as a regular latex seal and the neck seal is
fitted via a locking ring system. Neoprene seals are also
available where we use the finest neoprene from Yamamoto
for its super stretch qualities.

Integrated Neoprene Boots
These boots are specially manufactured for AZDRY and uses
a latex rubber dipping process in its manufacture which
leaves the boots softer and more flexible than many other
boots manufactured in different ways.

Silver

Neoprene boots offer support and protection whilst
remaining extremely comfortable.
Blue

Red

Yellow
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Actual colours are as accurate as printing processes allow. Suit specifications are correct at time of printing and are subject to change as we develop our products.

